International Consultants in Excellence, Great Leadership and Positive Personal Power

New E-book of Award-Winning No Boxing Allowed - Peace, Power
and Positive Change Coming to the USA
Meet "inspirational" author Nola Hennessy and buy her books (personally notated and
signed) on Writers' Row at Miami Book Fair International, Saturday November 19, 2011
Canberra ACT, Australia (MMD Newswire) September 06, 2011 - - Nola Hennessy,
author of the Pinnacle Award-winning, "inspirational" No Boxing Allowed is coming to the
USA in November 2011 to meet, inspire and talk with you about excellence, great
leadership and positive personal power.............and how you can make a real and
positive difference in our world.
"To every reader of this book, remember that when we step forward to make things
better, huge resistance can face us. Hold strong, hold faith, and goodness and peace
will be the result. Universal justice shall be served" p9 Author's Special Note, No Boxing
Allowed.
In all that she does Nola advocates for peace, stability, justice, compassion, calm,
honesty, selflessness and integrity. Nola stands alongside world leaders who advocate
for same, supporting those who want only the best outcomes for humanity and our
universe.
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Nola says "Do you want a world where dictators and antagonists thrive? Where crimes
against humanity go unresolved? Where people are treated as expendable and
disposable commodities? Or, do you want a world where:
- people rise above their fears, take control of their destinies, work hard to overcome the
evilness of the few, and change what they no longer choose to suffer?
- countries and organizations help others in times of immense need - during natural
disasters, attack or famine?
- dictators and terrorists are exposed, caught, dealt with to the fullest extent of the law
and prevented from committing further atrocities?"
No Boxing Allowed is a compelling book, winner of the North American Bookdealers´
Exchange (NABE) Pinnacle Award for "Inspirational" books in Spring 2011, is listed by
the Australian Institute of Management in their on-line library of business books, and has
become a much respected and sought-after reference for people seeking to affect
positive change in themselves and around the globe. Readers are:
- taught how to recognize, harness and channel positive personal power
- provided an invaluable checklist of great leadership behaviors and attitudes
- taught how to recognize controlling behaviors of others and the negative patterns in
society
- inspired to be the best they can be
- compelled to ask themselves "why am I here; what good can I do for humanity?"
- taught how to recognize a self-limiting posture so they can improve their level of self
awareness......to the point of real self-intelligence and, by so doing, break free of life's
boxes, labels and restrictions
- encouraged to erase their fears, trust their abilities and remove their baggage........
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